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Ansrn-tcr
The structural behavior of cristobalite, SiOr, has been studied under hydrostatic conditions in a diamond-anvil cell Io 4.4 GPa, using high-resolution synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction. On increasingpressure,we observed a phasetransition at P" - 1.5 GPa,
characterizedby the onset of twinning and the splitting of powder diffraction lines. This
transition is reversible and first-order in character. The high-pressurephase, referred to
here as cristobalite II, can be indexed accordingto a monoclinic unit cell with c : 9.124(5),
b : 4.625(3),c : 8.394(5)A, p : 124.91(5)",
and v: 290.5(2)A. at P: 3.1 GPa. The
transition from tetragonal a cristobalite to monoclinic cristobalite II involves a doubling
of the unit-cell size and must therefore be induced by a zone-boundary instability. The
resulting componentsof the spontaneousstrain tensor are analyzedin terms of the change
in point group symmetry from 422 to 2 and of coupling with the macroscopic order
parameter.There is a significant non-symmetry-breaking(volume) strain. The actual symmetry-breakingprocessis a shearparallel to [01] in the tetragonal(101) planes,corresponding to slip on the { I I I } tetrahedral sheetsof the high-f cubic B-cristobalitephase.
Cristobalite is a high-temperaturepolymorph of SiO,,
generally
associatedwith the late stagesof crystallization
The phase transition behavior of framework silicate
mineralshas been the subjectof major interestin recent in volcanic rocks. In common with tridymite (with which
years.The concomitantdevelopmentof mean-fieldthe- it is often associatedin nature), cristobalite is metastable
ories of phasetransition behavior, microscopic computer under standard conditions, the expected reconstructive
modeling, and new experimental techniques probing a transformation to the equilibrium polymorph, quartz, berange of length scalesand dynamical phenomenahas fa- ing kinetically hindered. The crystal structure of cristocilitated a profound reevaluation of structural behavior balite comprises a three-dimensional network of cornerin complex silicates.Many common rock-forming alu- sharing SiOo tetrahedra. Each O atom is a bridging O
atom, and so the structure is a fully polymeized tetraminosilicates exhibit diverse structural behavior with
changingtemperature (and presumably also with chang- hedral framework. The SiOntetrahedraare arrayedin sixing pressure),such as cation order-disorderprocesses(e.g., membered rings, within close-packedlayers,stackedparAl-Si), and elasticinstabilitiesthat leadto displacivephase allel to I I l], with three-layer,ABCABC. . . repeat.(This
transitions. The coupling between individual order pa- idealized cubic structure is analogousto that of diamond,
rameters,often by meansof a common lattice strain,can with the C-C bond replacedby Si-O-Si.)
At high temperatures cristobalite shows macroscopic
make the overall behavior very complex.
cubic
symmetry,and an aristotypestructureof spacegroup
One way in which the resulting behavior can be rationFd3m
is inferred, although the microscopic nature of this
alized is by comparison with well-characterizedmodel
systems,which exemplify particular aspectsof structural phase is the subject of some debate (Wright and Leadbehavior. Many phasetransitionsinvolve distortions of better, 1975; Hatch and Ghose, l99l; Schmahl et al.,
the aluminosilicate framework. Attention has therefore 1992;Swainson,1992).On decreasingtemperaturethere
been focused on similar distortions observed in the tet- is a first-order displacive phasetransition to a tetragonal
rahedral framework structures of pure SiO, polymorphs form with spacegroup P4,2,2. This phasetransition involves a large spontaneousstrain (-4o/o),which can cause
in the absenceof cation ordering effects,cation mobility,
etc. The expectation is that these phasesare most likely some single crystals to fracture (Schmahl et al., 1992).
Recent theoretical analysis (Swainson, 1992; Dove et
to epitomizethe intrinsic behavior of SiO, linkages.
that this phasetranal., 1992;,Giddy et al., 1993)suggests
sition is due to the condensation of a low-lying rigid* Presentaddresses:
Emmanuel College,Cambridge,CB2 3AP, unit mode.
Early evidencefor an additional structural phasetranEngland,and Department of Earth Sciences,University of Cambridge, Downing Street,Cambridge CB2 3EQ, England.
sition, occurring at high pressures,came from unpubINrnooucrroN
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lished Raman spectroscopyexperiments(RussellHem- sure gradients were all less than the experimental preciley, personalcommunication),which showedthe splitting sion of +0.5 kbar.
of certainmodesaboveP - 2.0 GPa. Thesefindingswere
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments were carconfirmed by later, more detailed Raman spectroscopy ried out at beam line X7A of the National Synchrotron
experiments(Palmer et al., l99l). The first direct evi- Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, New
dence for a structural phase transition was reported,by York. MonochromaticX-radiation ofwavelengthI - 0.7
Yeganeh-Haeriet al. (1990),who usedenergy-dispersive A was selectedwith a curved, asymmetrically cut Si(l I l)
X-ray diffraction on a powdered sample in a large-vol- or Ge(l I l) monochromatorcrystal. The diamond-anvil
ume press.They observedthe splitting of certain diffrac- cell was mounted with its axis parallel to the incident
tion lines at P. - 1.0 GPa, which suggesteda phasetran- X-rays, and this orientation was maintained throughout
sition to a new phasewith lower symmetry. The authors the experiment. The scatteredX-rays were measuredby
noted that the phase transition appeared to be second- scanning a detector through 20. Two types of detectors
order and nonquenchablebut were unable to index the were usedduring this work: a conventional,single-chanhigh-pressurephase. This low-pressurephase transition nel Kevex detectorand a linear position-sensitivedetecwas not detected in another diffraction study on cristo- tor. The position-sensitivedetectorallowedsimultaneous
balite (Tsuchida and Yagi, 1990), which nevertheless data collection within a diffraction window of 2 20, with
managed to uncover two other phase transitions at the the detectormoved in 2'steps betweensuccessive
scans.
higherpressuresof l0 and 30-40 GPa. Again, the nature This allowed for relatively fast data collection, at high
of the high-pressurephasesremaineda mystery.
resolution:Ad/d = 0.001, an order of magnitudebetter
Our own study is parl of a long-terminvestigationcon- than the best resolutionpossiblefrom energy-dispersive
cernedwith the pressuredependenceofstructural behav- detectors.Further details about this designmay be found
ior in tectosilicates.We focus on the low-pressurephase in Jephcoatet al. (1992).
transition in cristobalite to illuminate possible frameWavelength ar'd 20ocalibrations were determined by
work distortionsthat may occur in other, commonly oc- measuringa CeO, referencespecimenmounted in the
curring tectosilicatesat moderate pressures.
same position as the diamond-anvil cell. The positions
of diffraction peaks were determined by least-squares
ExpsnrN4BNI,A.r,
profile refinement,employinga pseudo-Voigtfunction and
The sample used for this work is cristobalite from the an asymmetrycorrectlon.
Ellora Caves,near Hyderabad,India (Harvard MineralLarrrcB PARAMETERS
ogicalMuseum,no. 97849),and is describedby Van Valkenburgand Buie (1945) and Wolfe (1945).The crystals
X-ray diffraction patterns were collected at five presformed in a hydrothermal vein, nucleatingon fibers of suresin the diamond-anvil cell, with an additional patthe zeolitemordenite.Most of the cristobalitecrystalsare tern measuredat I atm using a laboratory-basedScintag
gem-qualityoctahedra,about 0.5 mm in diameter,some powder diffractometer.At P - 0.7 GPa the cristobalite
with interpenetrantgrowth twins. In addition, the crystals remained tetragonal,but, on increasingthe pressureto P
are very heavily twinned on a microscopicscale,presum- : 1.5 GPa, a dramatic differencewas observedin the
ably as a result ofthe cubic-tetragonalphasetransition at diffraction patterns.Formerly singletetragonalreflections
T-,- 22O'C. The samesamplehasbeenusedin a number had split into a clusterof weakerpeaks,as illustratedin
ofother studies(Dollase, 1965; Peacor,1973;Yeganeh- Figure l. With a further increasein pressure,the splitHaeri et al., 19921Downs and Palmer, 1994).
tings became better resolved, and the diffraction peaks
For theseexperiments,a singlecristobalite octahedron moved to higherangles.
was crushed to a fine powder, and transferredto MerrillThe distinct and sudden splitting of diffraction lines
Bassett-typediamond-anvil cell. We used an Inconel al- denotesa structuralphasetransition, as reportedby YeIoy gasket,betweenopposingdiamond crystalswith 600- ganeh-Haeriet al. (1990)and Palmeret al. (1991).More
pm culets. A 4:1 methanol to ethanol mixture was the specifically,the similarity betweenclustersof peaksin the
hydrostatic pressuremedium. Pressurecalibration was high-P phaseand individual peaks in the low-P phase
achievedby measuringthe laser-inducedfluorescence
a definitecrystallographicrelationship(e.g.,subof suggests
tiny ruby chips scatteredthroughout the samplechamber group-supergroup)betweenthe two phases.In our own
and correlating it with the ruby pressurescaleof Mao et single-crystalstudy of the tetragonalphase(Downs and
al. (1978).Becauseofthe relatively low pressuresin this Palmer, 1994),we had noticed a transition at P - 1.2
study, we put great emphasison trying to ensurea con- GPa: slow. r,r and 0/20 scans across selected diffracsistentand relativelyaccuratepressurecalibration.Ruby tion peaks revealed splittings characteristic of lamellar
fluorescencespectrawere fitted using least-squaresprofile twrnnlng.
refinement,with Lorentzianfunctionsfor the Rl and R2
In order to distinguishthe various phasesofcristobalpeaks.Absolute calibration was achievedwith reference ite at high pressures,
we recommendan alternativeto the
to a ruby l-atm standard,measuredin an identicalman- traditional a, B nomenclature.We opt for a numbered
ner to the sampleat pressure.In theseexperiments,pres- system,reflectingthe number of symmetry reductionsthat
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the high-temperaturearistotype structure might undergo.
Other workers,e.g.,Tol6danoand Tol6dano( I 987),have
already advocated a numbered system, based as it is on
a symmetry classification.The phasewith highest possible symmetry, i.e., the aristotype, is denoted phase 0,
then its subgroupsare numbered in succession,with decreasing symmetry. The high-temperature, cubic aristotype structure (Fd3m) therefore becomes cristobalite 0,
the tetragonal a phase (P422) is cristobalite I, and this
new, high-pressurephaseis henceforthreferred to as cristobalite II.
Indexing the high-pressureunit cell
Although we were able to resolve the separationof tetragonalpeaksinto a number of components,it was not
immediately obvious how the diffraction peaks of the
high-P phasecould be indexed. The suddennessof the
phase transition and the identical profiles displayed by
all diffraction peaks at and above this pressureindicated
that we were dealing with one specific phase, and not a
mixture of two or more phases.[This was confirmed in
Raman spectroscopy
experiments(Palmeret a1.,in preparation), which show an abrupt discontinuity in the frequenciesof certain modes on moving from one phaseto
the other. These measurementsalso indicate that for
samples repeatedly cycled through the phase transition,
it is possibleto observethe coexistenceof both low-P
and high-P phaseswithin the well-defined hysteresisinterval (Pi : 0.2; P.: 1.2 GPa), characteristicof a firstorder displacivetransition.l
Using the TREOR90 computerprogram(Werneret al.,
1985)we wereableto index the high-Ppowderdiffraction
data automaticallyon the basisof a monoclinic unit cell.
Sincethe phasetransition is a reversibleone, apparently
displacive, we would expect a simple relationship between the unit cells of low- and high-P phases.In order
to compare these unit cells directly, the tetragonal cell
must be extrapolatedto the correspondingpressurewithin the stability field of the monoclinic phase.The unitcell data of Downs and Palmer (1994) for the same (tetragonal)cristobalitesampleare usedfor comparison.A
least-squaresflt of the third-order Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state, with Zo : 17l.I A', gi'tes values of
I 1(l) GPa for the isothermalbulk modulus,Ko,, and l2(4)
for the pressurederivative, K'. By replacinglhe terrn Vo/V
by the axial ralro ao/a or co/c,we can extrapolate the cell
parametersa and c to high pressures.
The resultingmoduli are Ko,: 39(5),K' -- 40(20),and Ko,: 30 + 10, Ko,
: 26(3) GPa for the a and c axes,respectively.
At P : 3.1 GPa, the high-P monoclinic cell is approximately double the volume of the extrapolatedtetragonal
cell (Table l). Furthermore, the b cell length is close
(within 3olo)to the extrapolateda (or b) parameterfor the
tetragonal cell. In order to facilitate the comparison of
the two structures,it is useful to describe the high-pressurecell in terms of a pseudotetragonal
cell, with its axes
approximately parallel to the axesof the low-P tetragonal
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Fig. I X-ray diffraction patterns for cristobalite at I atm and
3.1 GPa (X-ray wavelength : 0.700 A;. Diffraction peaks are
indexedaccordingto the monoclinic -Bcell of cristobalite II, with
the correspondingindices for the tetragonal P unit cell (cristobalite I) given in parentheses.

unit cell. This nonconventional cell is double the volume
ofthe standard cell and is B-face centered. The orientation relation may therefore be expressed as

(t).:(
i:i)(t)"',

In the absenceof single-crystaldiffraction data for the
cristobalite II phase, we cannot be absolutely certain of
the relative orientations ofthe cristobalite I and II lattices.However,it is possibleto infer the orientationrelation
by observing how the tetragonal powder diffraction lines
split into their monoclinic counterparts(Fig. l) and noting relationships between the unit-cell parameters.Our
proposed relationship between the extrapolated tetragonal unit cell and the monoclinic P (conventional)and B
(nonconventional)unit cellsis illustratedin Figure2. The
monoclinic B cell is interpretedas a supercellcomprising
four unit cells of the low-pressure tetragonal cell. The
orientational relationship between cristobalite I (tetragonal P) and cristobalite II (monoclinic B) can then be
approximatedby

(t).:(i:!)(t)Q,
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TABLE1.

Lattice parameters for cristobalite I and cristobalite ll

P(GPa)

a (A)

b (A)

c (A)

0.0001
1. 6 1 ( 1 )
2.04(3)
2.81(7)
3.05(6)
4.37(4)

/z x 9.950(2)
9.401(9)
9.312(9)
9.146(96)
9.123(s)
8.9s1(2)

4.975(1)
4.746(3)
4.706(3)
4.639(4)
4.625(3)
4.s61(1)

Vz x 13.848(81
13.890(9)
13.83(1)
13.792(12)
13.77s(8)
13.743(3)

- Note: latticeparametersforthe tetragonalcell extrapolatedto P:3.05
A3. A monoclinic I cell is used for cristobalite ll.

The inferred spacegroup of the monoclinic phase is
P2,, which is a subgroupof P4,2,2; for this casethe unitcell volume doublesat the phasetransition, with the driving order parameter relating to an R-point zone-boundary instability (Stokes and Hatch, 1988). The crystal
structure has been solved from a combination of DLS
and Rietveld techniquesand will be presentedelsewhere
(Palmer and Finger, in preparation). The new structure
has a displacive relationship with the low-P form, consistent with the relations presentedhere.
Pressure-dependence
of the lattice parameters
Using the orientation relation between the tetragonal
and monoclinic structures,we may directly compare the
lattice parameters for a cristobalite (single-crystaldata
from the same crystals. Downs and Palmer, 1994) and
cristobalite II (this study). Figure 3 reveals the abrupt
nature of the structuralphasetransition at P - 1.6 GPa.
The unit cell collapsesparallel to a and b, and the B angle
increasesdramaticallyfrom 90 to 91.6' at the phasetransition. Rather intriguingly, the c axis, which is the most
compressibleaxis in the tetragonalphase,shows a remarkableincrease,or rebound,at P., almost as if a compressedstructural spring had been released.The cell parameters then follow a curved path of decreasingslope,
with continued compression, which must reflect a high
compressibility and pressurederivative for cristobalite II.

GPa arc a=y2 x 9.554,b:4.777,

Fig. 2. Comparison of the low- and high-P phasesof cristobalite (designatedcristobalite I and II, respectively),projected
onto (0 l0). The low-P cell (shadedand with a dashedourline) is
basedon the extrapolation oftetragonal parametersto 3.1 GPa.
Two settingsof the monoclinic cell are shown.

v(4")

c:Vz

7n x 658.5(3)
618.6(5)
60s.8(5)
584.7(s)
580.e(4)
s60.5(1)
x 13.046A, V:1/t

x 597.6

SpoNuNnous srRArN
For a displacive phase transition involving a supergroup to subgrouprelation, the order parameter, Q, may
couple to the lattice strain. The resulting excesslattice
distortion is characteristicofthe phase transition and is
usually expressedas the spontaneousstrain, e (Carpenter,
1992).Becauseone can never measureQ directly, measurements of macroscopic properties, such as the spontaneous strain, are essentialfor the thermodynamic description ofphase transition behavior. The zone-boundary
nature ofthe cristobalite I + II phasetransition (accepting the changein spacegroup from P4212 to P2,) leads
us to expectquadraticcoupling,e q Q'(in lowestorder),
to the spontaneousstrain.
The symmetry of the spontaneousstrain tensoris determined by point-grouprelations.The subgroupsof 422
and the nonzerocomponentsoftheir spontaneousstrain
tensorsare listed in Table 2. For the phasetransition422
- 2, the active representation is of type E (Janovec et
al., 1975;Salje, 1990),comprisingan orthogonalpair of
basisfunctions.The xz (er)basisfunction describesa shear
parallel to a, such that the angleB departs from 90'(Fig.
4a). The tetragonal condition a : b is relaxed in the
monoclinic system,and so an additional improper strain
is allowed, involving extensionsor contractions parallel
to thesetwo axes (i.e.,nonzeroerr, €rr).This strain is
subject to the constraint that there shall be no net volume change, and therefore we have the condition that
€t t :

CRISTOBALITE
tl
(Monoclinic8)

pf)
90
91.63(4)
91-80(5)
e2.08(5)
s2.02(41
92.43(1
)

- €z z .

The alternative basis function yz - xz (er: -e) is a
shearparallelto I l0] in the (l l0) plane ofthe tetragonal
cell, leavinga unique (diad) axis perpendicularto the (l l0)
shear plane (Fig. ab). There is no longer any constraint
that 7 : 90', and so an additional improper strain, e,r, is
allowed. The resulting unit cell has a : P + 90 (because
of e, and er, respectively)and y + 90. This is better
describedby a conventional,monoclinic unit cell, with b
perpendicularto the (l l0) shearplane of the tetragonal
phaseand with a and c lying within this plane.
The two distortion schemesand the unit-cell relationships are summarized in Figure 4. By comparing this figure with the actual monoclinic unit cell (and its pseudotetragonal relation) displayed in Figure 2, it is clear that
deformation can be described by the xz basis function
but not by the yz - xz basis function.
We have describedthe spontaneousstrain that violates
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the symmetry of the supergroup422. In addition to this
symmetry-breaking strain (e"b), extra, non-symmetrybreaking strains (e""b)are allowed, which couple to the A
representationof 422. Thesestrainsdo not affectthe offdiagonal(shear)terms of the strain tensorbut may modify the on-diagonalterms, and hence,the unit-cell volume. From Table 2, we expectsymmetry-breakingstrains
parallel to a and b, but not c; we may thereforeexpress
the axial strainsas
eil:e?ib+ej!

(3)

e22: ei)b + e"2!2

(4)
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The non-symmetry-breaking
strainsmust conform to the
high-symmetry point grotp 422, and therefore we have
the condition that

92.5

-|t'

92.0
91.5

eiib: ei)b+ ei\b.

(6)

Also, we already have a relation betweentwo symmetrybreakingstrain components(i.e., for no volume change)
that
ei\ : -e*'.

(7)

91.0
90.5

F"

90.0
I

From these conditions, we arrive at the relations
eilb: t/z(e,,I err)
el\:

Vz(er,- err).

P^

(8)

L70

(9)

The phase transition involves a shear plus a volume

-)
Fig. 3 Pressuredependenceof the unit-cell parameters for
cristobalite. The subscript 0 refers to the tetragonal phase and
m refers to the pseudotetragonalsetting ofthe monoclinic, cristobalire II phase.The solid symbols denote measurementsfrom
this study, using X-ray powder diffraction; the open symbols
denote single-crystalX-ray diffraction measurementson the same
sample,from Downs and Palmer (1994) (symbol size exceeds
the experimentalestimatedstandarddeviations).The dashedlines
through the tetragonal cell parametersao, co, and Zo represent
the best-fit Birch-Murnaghan-typefunctions and are used to extrapolate the tetragonalbaselines into the stability region ofthe
monoclinic phase.
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Fig. 4. Possiblestrain relations for the two distortion mechanisms characteristicofa phase transition from tetragonal 422
to monoclinic 2. The axial vectors ofthe undistorted tetragonal
cell are indicated by x,-xr. (a) The xz basisfunction. The proper
strain is e,r. Additional, improper strains, e, and er, (: -e.r)
are allowed. (b) The yz-xz basis function. The proper strain is
e,, (: -e,r). Additional improper strain, er2,is possible(not
illustrated here), which acts as a symmetrical shear of the unit
cell, extendingor compressingit parallel to I l0], while preserving the diad perpendicular
10rhe (lT0) plane.

change. The measured strain tensor, S, can therefore be
separated into symmetry-breaking and non-symmetrybreaking tensors:

S:

0.02

012345
Pressure[GPa]
Fig. 5. Spontaneous
straincomponents
for monocliniccristobalite.The solidsymbolsrepresent
latticestrains.
themeasured
The latticestrainsparallelto x and y (e,, and err)involve symmetry-breaking
e1! :
e',!,and non-symmetry-breaking
componentseilb: e)ib,whichareplottedasopensymbols.Themagnitudesof the e,,calculatedfor data points below the phasetransitionpressuregive an indicationof the uncertaintiesinvolved.The curvesareguidesfor the eyeto distinguishthe differentstraintrends.

"d)
:=il:
(",'
(":-;'"il.
("j'-:',
(10)

The symmetry-breaking strain tensor may be diagonalized to reveal the orientation (i.e., the shearplane) and
magnitudeof the correspondingstrain ellipsoid.
The individual componentsof the spontaneousstrain
tensor may be calculatedfrom the unit-cell parametersof
cristobaliteII, and those ofcristobalite I extrapolatedto
the samepressure,usingthe generalequationsofSchlenker
et al. (1978),summarizedin Carpenter(1988).The spontaneous strain components are plotted in Figure 5. Note
the very large non-symmetry-breaking strains €ifo, €i)o,
antde* in contrast to the rather smaller symmetry-breaking strainsei! and e",!randthe shearstrain, e,..
DrscussroN
One of the crucial questions facing anyone trying to
extend the Landau description of phase transitions to
conditions ofhigh pressureis the behavior ofthe excess
volume. It transforms according to the identity representation A,, which is proportional to Q2 in lowest order,
but there may be higher order dependencieson Q. For
high-temperature phase transitions where the volume
changestend to be relatively small, the volume strain is

"lio

-0.06

observed,apparentlywithout exception(Carpenter,I 992),
to be proportional to the square of the order parameter.
By contrast, at high pressuresthe volume changesare
significantly larger, and one might expect to observe deviations from the ideal case V,, o C.
One can test for nonideality by directly comparing the
pressure dependence of symmetry-breaking and nonsymmetry-breaking(volume) strains.Becauseof the zoneboundary nature ofthe phasetransition cristobalite I +
II, both the symmetry-breakingstrain (E representation)
and the non-symmetry-breaking strain (A, representation, volume) are proportional to Q'zin lowest order. In
the absenceof higher order terms, we would therefore
expect linear scaling between the different strain components.However, if higher order coupling to the order
parameter is significant, there is no longer any reason to
believe that the various strain components will continue
to scalelinearly. (It is highly unlikely that individual strain
componentswould have identical coupling constants).
Figure 6 demonstratesthat eB q €::, indicating that either
these components have identical higher order couplings
to the order parameter (which would be exceedinglyfortuitous), or, as seemsmore likely, there are no significant
higher order coupling terms at all-in which case,the
volume-changing strain remains proportional to the
square of the order parameter. That is despite the fact
that cristobalite is an example of a system with much
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straln,
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Fig. 7. Pressure
dependence
the best-fitLandaufunctioncore,",.The solid line represents
responding
to a x Q2for a first-orderphasetransition.The magnitude of e,",calculatedfor data points belowthe phasetraninvolved.
givesan indicationofthe uncertainties
sitionpressure

larger spontaneousstrains ( - 6- I 00/ofor e"'oand 2-4o/ofor
e"b)than is typical for proper ferroelastics(-2o/o)and improper ferroelastics(< lolo).
Becausethe strain components are observed to be all
proportionalto eachother, the overall spontaneous
strain
ellipsoid must changein size,but not orientation, with
changing P and T. For the total strain (including symmetry-breakingand non-symmetry-breakingcomponents),the principal axis of the tensoris found to remain
at about d1,: 16oto the x axis, while the ellipsoid of the
symmetry-breaking strain remains oriented at approximately d;u: 40" to the lr axis for all pressures.For ferroelastic phase transitions we consider the strain-order
parametercoupling only, leadingto renormalizedelastic
constants,reflectingthe inversesusceptibility.Becausethe
orientationof our strain ellipsoidsis invariant with pressure,we can confidently statethat the strain-order parameter coupling is invariant over this pressurerange.This
high-pressurephasetransition can thereforebe treated in
the same Landau manner as many high-temperature
structuralphasetransitions.
Becauseofthe constante-Qcoupling,it is valid to calculate a total, scalarspontaneousstrain from the different
strain components.There are various definitions for such
a strain, but perhapsthe most commonly used one (e.g.,
Redfernand Salje, 1987;Carpenter,1988;Salje,1990)is

this first-orderLandau model. The sizeof the stepin e at
the phasetransition is particularly important: it is proportional to the ratio of the Q'zand Qo coemcientsin the
Landau potential. By combining this information with
of other macroscopicproperties,it
further measurements
will be possible to construct the effective Landau potential, and henceobtain the thermodynamic implications
ofthe phasetransition cristobaliteI + II.
The orientation of the symmetry-breakingstrain ellipsoid is intriguing. The extensionalaxis (e') is parallel to
[T0l] in the (101) plane ofthe tetragonalphase:a plane
of distorted six-memberedtetrahedral rings, which in the
high-temperaturecubic phase,becomesthe pseudo-closepacked(l I l) plane.This direction is equivalentto [ 12],
precisely the slip direction one would expect for the
smallestpossibleshear of the { I I 1} layers.The cristobalite I - cristobalite II phase transition can therefore
be viewed as a shear of the crystal structure, involving
the sliding of adjacent close-packedsheetsagainst each
other, much as in the martensitic-typetransformations of
close-packedmetals. Such transitions give rise to a defect
microstructure, and one might predict the formation of
stacking faults, and even glide twinning. In our singlecrystal diffraction work on the high-pressure phase of
cristobalite(Palmerand Downs, 199I ), we observedsplit
single-crystaldiffraction peaks,as measuredin,': and0/20
scans,indicative of such twinning. In addition, repeated
cycling of the crystal through the phase transition, followed by quenching to ambient pressure, yielded a
twinned, tetragonal crystal, whereasthe original tetragonal crystal, before pressure treatment, had been untwinned. Thesedeformation twins must be distinct from
the tetragonalto monoclinic transformation twins, as the

(l l)

where e, are the components of the spontaneousstrain
tensor derived above. The total strain, proportional to
Q'z,is plotted in Figure 7 and showsgood agreementwith
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latter cannot exist in the tetragonal phase. Further evidence for a strain-related,deformation microstructure is
the coexistenceof both high- and low-pressurephases
within the hysteresisregion, observedin the single-crystal
X-ray experiments(Downs and Palmer, 1994) and Raman spectroscopy
experiments(Palmeret a1.,1991).The
underlying microstructure should be revealed by transmission electron microscopy, and a systematic study of
cristobalitebeforeand after phasetransition cyclingwould
be very rewarding.
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